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Two paths to the 
truth?
Brian Cox’s interview in RE Today 
magazine, 2018.

NBRIA 14YO Outcomes:
• Present an argument for a particular point of 
view, showing an awareness of different views
• Compare their own and others' responses to 
questions of meaning and purpose, leading to 
reasonable explanations of their own and others’ 
views, in the light of religious teaching.



Professor Brian Cox of the 
University of Manchester is a 
famous and brilliant scientist

• Read his article from 
RE Today, and 
consider what you can 
learn from his views 
about religion and 
science



Can people find the truth 
about life, the universe and 
everything through religion? 
Through science?

• "I don't class myself as an 
atheist – I hate the label, 
partly because of what I've 
just said – I don't like the 
ghettoisation of thought 
and worldview, I think it's 
entirely toxic."











RE Today
Science and Belief

Prof Russell Stannard
12 videos / free book

Georges LeMaitre: 
“I was [always] interested in truth from the point of view of 
salvation just as much as in truth from the point of view of 
scientific certainty. It appeared to me that there were two paths 
to truth, and I decided to follow both of them. We want a 
‘fireworks’ theory of evolution. The last two thousand million 
years are slow evolution: they are the smoke and ashes of 
bright but very rapid fireworks. The ‘Big Bang’ theory leaves the 
materialist free to deny any transcendental Being. For the 
believer, it removes any attempt to familiarity with God… it is 
consonant with the wording of Isaiah speaking of the “Hidden 
God”; hidden even in the beginning of the universe… there is no 
conflict between science and religion.”



Art of Resurrection
Dinah Roe Kendall

With a partner – one 
of you looks, the 
other closes eyes. The 
looker tells the eye-
closer what to draw 
to copy the image.



• Picturing from memory. Put students in groups of 4 with a large sheet of paper. In turn 

they come to see the picture (pin it on the wall outside the classroom perhaps) for 10 

seconds, then return to their paper to try and draw it. Twice through the teams takes about 

10 minutes. This activity is powerful in making every detail memorable, getting students to 

look really carefully.

• Reading the picture, reading the Bible. Compare the picture to the text from Luke 24:1-8. 

What did the artist get from the Bible? What has she added? Make two lists

• Reflecting on the details. Consider these questions. Who are the ten people? What does 

their body language or facial expression tell us about their experience and emotions? What 

might they each be thinking? Two of the women carry torches: why did the artist give this 

detail? What choices has Dinah made about how to paint angels? Why did she include the 

words at the bottom of the picture so faintly?

• Examining light, shadow and the presence of Christ. Look carefully at the pattern of 

shadows, and see where the source of light in the picture is found. The squatting figure in 

the brown robe is the light source. Red phoenix birds cover the robe. Who is this? Why has 

the artist chosen to include this figure?

• Writing Gallery Notes: when shown in an art gallery, a painting like this often has gallery 

notes with it, to explore its significance. Write gallery notes of under 300 words to say 

what matters about this painting

• Getting theological. Discuss these questions about the story and the art. Why were the 

women first to discover the empty tomb? Does the resurrection make sense? What 

different possibilities are there for what happened to Jesus’ dead body? Can people live 

after death? In what ways? What could explain the life-risking, self-sacrificing new life, 

courage and strength of the followers of Jesus if he did not rise from the grave?













Albrecht Durer
Four Horsemen







Saint John wrote this in the Bible.

“I saw a vision

I saw a vision of the future

I saw the new Jerusalem coming down to Earth from Heaven, 

Pure like a diamond, clear like a crystal

Gates of gold, open to all

I saw the River of Life flowing out of the city

And in the centre of the city I saw the Tree of Life

And every leaf on the tree was for the healing of the nations.

There was no crying there. Every tear was wiped away.”
(Simplified from Revelation 20-22)

Try reading this aloud in some different styles: dreamy and peaceful? Loud and passionate? Precise and sharp? 

Which seems to fit the words best?

Imagining a perfect future for the place where you live.



Look at the image in the drawing of 

Saint John’s vision. He imagines the 

city he lived in – Jerusalem – turned 

into something perfect. Like most 

cities, in reality is was a stinky, dirty 

overcrowded and dangerous place. 

Imagine your city, town or village, 

turned perfect. What would it be 

like?

Write your own vision of the ‘Perfect 

Town’ for where you live. 

What would it look like? 

What would it be made of? 

What would it be similar to? 

Would it be like the New Jerusalem? 

What would grow there? 

What would flow there? 





11 year old Elizabeth 
wrote this last term.
Inspired?




